If You Like
the Hunger
Games
YA Fiction Anderson, M
Feed, by M. T. Anderson
In a future where most people have computer implants in their
heads to control their environment, a boy meets an unusual girl
who is in serious trouble. Grades 8-12
YA Sci-Fi/Fantasy Bechard, M
Spacer and Rat, by Margaret Bechard
Those Earthies. First they ruin their own planet, and now
they’re going to ruin the rest of the solar system! No wonder
Jack and the other Spacers on Freedom Station call them “rats.”
Then Jack meets Kit, a rat, and her sentient Bot, Waldo, and
against his better judgment finds himself drawn into their orbit
and fleeing for his life. Grades 7-10
YA Fiction Cashore, K
Graceling, by Kristin Cashore
In a world where some people are born with extreme and oftenfeared skills called Graces, Katsa struggles for redemption from
her own horrifying Grace, the Grace of killing, and teams up
with another young fighter to save their land from a corrupt
king. Grades 8-12
YA Fiction Charbonneau, J
The Testing, by Joelle Charbonneau
Sixteen-year-old Malencia (Cia) Vale is chosen
to participate in The Testing to attend the University; however, Cia is fearful when she figures
out her friends who do not pass The Testing are
disappearing. Grades 7-12
YA Fiction Colfer, E
The Supernaturalist, by Eoin Colfer
In futuristic Satellite City, fourteen-year-old Cosmo Hill escapes from his abusive orphanage and teams up with three other
people who share his unusual ability to see supernatural creatures, and together they determine the nature and purpose of the
swarming blue Parasites that are invisible to most humans.
Grades 6-9
YA Fiction Condie, A
Matched, by Allyson Braithwaite Condie
All her life, Cassia has never had a choice. The Society dictates
everything: when and how to play, where to work, where to
live, what to eat and wear, when to die, and most importantly to
Cassia as she turns 17, whom to marry. When she is Matched
with her best friend Xander, things couldn't be more perfect.
But why did her neighbor Ky's face show up on her match disk
as well? Grades 7-10

YA Fiction Dashner, J
The Maze Runner, by James Dashner
When Thomas wakes up with no memory of his
past life, he finds himself surrounded by kids
who welcome him to the Glad—a large, open
expanse surrounded by stone walls. Just like
Thomas, the Galders don’t know why or how the
go to the Glade. All they know is that every 30
days a new boy is delivered. Then one day, the first girl arrives.
And she brings with her a shocking message. Grades 7-10
YA Fiction Doctorow, C
Little Brother by Cory Doctorow
While, skipping school one day, techno-geek Marcus is caught
near the site of a terrorist attack on San Francisco and held by
the Department of Homeland Security for six days of intensive
interrogation. After his release, he vows to use his skills to fight
back against an increasingly frightening system of surveillance.
Grades 10-12
YA Fiction Haddix, M
Among the Hidden, by Margaret Peterson Haddix
Luke is one of the shadow children, a third child forbidden by
the Population Police. He’s lived his entire life in hiding. Then,
one day Luke meets another shadow child like himself. Jen is
willing to risk everything to come out of the shadows—does
Luke dare to become involved in her dangerous plan?
YA Fiction Haines, L
Girl in the Arena, by Lise Haines
Lyn is a neo-gladiator’s daughter, through and
through. Her mother has made a career out of
marrying into the high-profile world of televised
blood sport, and the rules of the Gladiator Sports
Association are second nature to their family.
The rules help the family survive, but rules—and
the GSA—can also turn against you. When a gifted young
fighter kills lyn’s seventh father, he also captures Lyn’s dowry
bracelet, which means she must marry him…
YA Sci-Fi/Fantasy Kostick, C
Epic, by Conor Kostick
On New Earth, society is governed by a computer game, Epic.
If you win, you have the chance to fulfill your dreams; if you
lose, your life is forfeit. When Erik defies the rules of Epic, he
and his friends must face the Committee. If they win, they have
the key to destroying the Committee. But if they lose… Grades
8-12

YA Sci-Fi/Fantasy Lowry, L
The Giver, by Lois Lowry
Jonas’s world is perfect. There is no war or fear of pain. There
are no choices. Every person is assigned a role in the community. When Jonas turns 12 he is singled out to receive training
from The Giver. The Giver alone holds the memories of the
true pain and pleasure of life. Now, it is time for Jonas to receive truth. There is no turning back. Grades 5-9
YA Fiction Ness, P
The Knife of Never Letting Go, by Patrick Ness
Todd Hewitt is the only boy in a town of men.
Ever since the settlers were infected with the
Noise germ, everyone can hear what each other
thinks. Todd is just a month away from becoming a man, but in the midst of the cacophony, he
know that the town is hiding something from
him—something so awful Todd is forced to flee
with only his dog, whose simple, loyal voice he hears too.
With men from the town in pursuit, the two stumble upon a
strange and eerily silent creature: a girl. Who is she? Why
wasn’t she killed by the germ like all the females on New
World? Grades 9-12
YA Fiction Pearson, M
The Adoration of Jenna Fox, by Mary E. Pearson
Who is Jenna Fox? She has just awoken from a coma, they tell
her, and she is still recovering from a terrible accident in which
she was involved a year ago. But what happened before that?
Jenna doesn’t remember her life. Or does she? And are her
memories really hers? Grades 9-12
YA Fiction Pfeffer, S
Life As We Knew It, by Susan Beth Pfeffer
After an asteroid knocks the moon closer to earth, worldwide
tsunamis wipe out the coasts, earthquakes rock the continents,
and volcanic ash blocks out the sun. In her journal, Miranda
records the events of each desperate day, while she and her
family struggle to hold on to their most priceless resource—
hope. Grades 6-9
YA Fiction Rosoff, M
How I Live Now, by Meg Rosoff
To get away from her pregnant stepmother in New York City,
fifteen-year-old Daisy goes to England to stay with her aunt
and cousins, with whom she instantly bonds, but soon war
breaks out and rips apart the family while devastating the land.
Grades 8-11
YA Fiction Rossi, V
Under the Never Sky, by Veronica Rossi
Aria and Perry, two teens from radically different societies--one highly advanced, the other
primitive--hate being dependent on one another
until they overcome their prejudices and fall in
love, knowing they can't stay together. Grades
7-12
YA Fiction Shusterman, N
Unwind, by Neal Shusterman
In a society where unwanted teens are salvaged for their body
parts, three runaways fight to survive. If they make it to their

18th birthday, they can’t be harmed—but when every piece of
them is wanted by a world gone mad, eighteen seems far, far
away. Grades 8-12
YA Fiction Snyder, M
Inside Out, by Maria V. Snyder
Trella is a scrub. A nobody. One of thousands who work the
lower levels, keeping Inside clean for Uppers. She’s got one
friend, does her job and tries to avoid the Pop Cops. So what
if she occasionally uses the pipes to sneak around the Upper
levels? The only neck at risk is her own...until she accidentally starts a rebellion and becomes the go-to girl to lead a revolution. Grades 8-12
YA Fiction Ward, R
Numbers, by Rachel Ward
Fifteen-year-old Jem knows when she looks at someone the
exact date they will die, so she avoids relationships and tries to
keep out of the way, but when she meets a boy named Spider
and they plan a day out together, they become more involved
than either of them had planned. Grades 8-10
YA Fiction Werlin, N
Impossible: a Novel, by Nancy Werlin
When seventeen-year-old Lucy discovers her family is under
an ancient curse by an evil Elfin Knight, she realizes to break
the curse she must perform three impossible tasks before her
daughter is born in order to save them both. Grades 9-12
YA Fiction Westerfeld, S
The Uglies, by Scott Westerfeld
Everybody gets to be supermodel gorgeous.
What could be wrong with that? Tally is about to
turn sixteen, and she can't wait. Not for her license -- for turning pretty. Grades 6-9
YA Fiction Weyn, S
Empty, by Suzanne Weyn
When, just ten years in the future, oil supplies run out and
global warming leads to devastating storms, senior high school
classmates Tom, Niki, Gwen, Hector, and Brock realize that
the world as they know it is ending and lead the way to a more
environmentally-friendly society. Grades 7-10
YA Sci-Fi/Fantasy Wooding, C
Storm Thief, by Chris Wooding
With the help of a golem, two teenaged thieves try to survive
on the city island of Orokos, where unpredictable probability
storms continually change both the landscape and the inhabitants. Grades 6-12

